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Ghram Beach.. Witness On History
 Ghram Beach “...which dates back to ancient times, the story of the famous royal ”

 adoration of the Queen of Egypt Cleopatra, and Marc Antonio is one of the prominent

 leaders in the era of the Roman Empire,Cleopatra's rock is a witness to a legendary love

 story that has been immortal throughout the ages, Which also witnessed one of the most

 beautiful romantic stories in Egyptian cinema, was the secret of the fame of  Ghram

 Beach, which the late artist Laila Murad sang on with the most beautiful phrases of love in

 front of the late artist Hussein Sedky during the filming of movie "The Beach of  Love" in

.1953

 The magic of  this beach lives in our modern days with the opening of the Triumph Plaza

 Matrouh Hotel on “ Ghram Beach “ which is the most beautiful beach in

 the Mediterranean sea that highlights the beauty of saltwater with graded hues and the

.breadth of space to be the destination of all couples in the Arab world

 The hotel features 67 rooms and suites, a royal suite that unites history and perspiration,

 comfort and delight for a magnificent honeymoon, and unequalled 24-hour service

.provided by highly trained hotel staff for the guests comfort





Discover Comfort And Pleasure 
In Marsa Matrouh

Live a different experience at Triumph Plaza Matrouh Hotel with a direct sea 
view, The hotel offers 67 units ranging from rooms and suites 

to a royal suite. 

The perfect destination for family holidays and honeymoons as it’s one of the 
best Marsa Matrouh hotels directly overlooking the sea, Enjoy an unparalleled 

24/7 service provided by our highly trained staff for your comfort from 
the Lobby bar to a variety of restaurants offering 

a mouth-watering food, refreshing drinks and much more.





Spend An Unforgettable Holiday

Enjoy the nature around you, discover the comfort and pleasure of 
Marsa Matrouh and spend an unforgettable holiday, choose from a variety of 

rooms with different spaces and beautifully decorated family suites to have 
a pleasant staycation featuring a picturesque sea view from the room terrace. 





Take Time To Break And Relax 

Immerse yourself in an experience of comfort and tranquility, spend some 
quality time at the health club and fitness center equipped with world-class 
training machines in addition to the spa, sauna, and steam bath to ensure 
a unique service and experience from a wide range of relaxing treatments 

with experienced specialists.





Triumph Plaza Matrouh offers a unique food experience, all the dishes are 
specially prepared from fresh ingredients under the supervision of our top 

chefs, The hotel has two restaurants and
a cafe offering a wide range of food and beverages. 

Dive into a variety of food styles whether it’s open buffet, fine dining or enjoy 
a snack at the café along with a variety of pastries and dessert

Unique Food Experience 





Flexible Meeting Spaces 

Plan your meetings now at Triumph Plaza Matrouh Hotel, our conference room 
is equipped with advanced meeting and conference facilities, audiovisual 

technicians, high-speed wireless internet service, catering staff, and integrated 
production services.



Block 19 in front of Katameya heights, 
Fifth Settlement, Cairo, Egypt
T : +2 02 26729900
F : +2 02 25410030
E : Luxury@triumphhotel.com
www.triumphhotel.com


